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For over 135 years this school has had an excellent reputation for high academic
standards and first class pastoral care. What sets The Kingsley School apart from other
schools is its distinctive family ethos and friendly atmosphere. We are immensely
proud of the fact that everyone who visits us remarks on the happy staff-student
relationships and the sense of community this fosters.
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At Kingsley, pupils have a positive and purposeful approach to learning. The
atmosphere here is unique; enthusiastic and approachable teachers inspire pupils
to learn; behaviour is excellent and pupils are challenged and supported according
to individual need. Where practical, we aim to personalise the curriculum so that
students can reach their potential whatever their gifts and talents.
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Girls and boys enjoy their time here and discover that at Kingsley the learning journey
is a happy one. Our pupils learn that effort and hard work help them to become
‘the best that they can be’. Children thrive in our Prep School; outstanding teaching
encourages a love of learning by providing a balance between the sound foundations
for academic progress with character-building creativity.
In Senior School a broad but traditional curriculum and many enrichment opportunities
enable girls to flourish academically and socially, developing independence and
becoming responsible, resourceful learners.
The Sixth Form at Kingsley combines the desire for academic success with the creation
of confident and self-motivated young women who are well- mannered, well-rounded
and well-qualified.
At Kingsley everyone is valued; pupils are names and not numbers.
Ours is a warm and welcoming community. I extend an invitation to you to come and
see for yourself!
Ms Heather Owens
Headteacher

“This is a
happy school.”
Parent
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3. To safeguard all members of our community and to promote self-care and wellbeing for all
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2. To offer a broad curriculum complemented by stimulating and challenging enrichment
activities and an inclusive extracurricular programme
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1. To encourage all pupils to sustain effort and to pursue excellence in order to fulfil
their academic and social potential

5. To make learning enjoyable and to encourage pupils to feel empowered to be bold and ambitious
in their learning
6. To provide a learning environment in which creativity, investigation and discovery underpin the
educational process
7. To promote good manners, kindness, mutual respect and a desire to act with integrity
8. To encourage all members of the school community to develop responsibility towards others,
society and the environment
9. To promote effective and supportive partnerships locally, nationally and globally
10. To encourage all members of the School to be global citizens and to value internationalism and diversity
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4. To demonstrate care and concern for pupils as individuals, knowing them as names not numbers

The Kingsley School is a safe, caring community where individuality is celebrated and positivity is valued. Pupils are encouraged to develop
their intellectual curiosity, their creativity and a life-long love of learning. Children are nurtured to become well-rounded, well-mannered
and well-qualified members of society; our senior students grow to be strong and independent, ready to claim their place in the world.
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PRE PREP
Within the Early Years Foundation Stage we appreciate that
every child is unique and on an adventure towards becoming
a capable and independent learner. We encourage our girls
and boys to have the confidence to explore and investigate
and discover for themselves.
We build positive relationships and there is a strong
partnership between teachers, pupils and parents. Our
pupils learn and develop in an environment which responds
to their individual starting points. We understand and
account for the different ways and rates at which children
learn. This process is significantly enhanced by the natioanl
award recognised provision of our bespoke creative
curriculum, including the use of our outdoor classroom at
the school playing fields. This gives the children the freedom
to learn through nature and opportunities to maximise
their inherent curiosity.
Our town centre location affords us regular and easy access
to all that Royal Leamington Spa has to offer; children
visit museums, businesses and parks to extend learning
further. Activities are focused to help children develop
self-confidence and mutual respect for all members of the
school and its wider community.
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The Kingsley Preparatory School is friendly and purposeful and offers a rich, vibrant and
creative curriculum for girls and boys aged 3 – 11. We recognise and reward every child for
their efforts as well as their achievements and develop happy and well-mannered girls and
boys who are effective communicators and socially confident. Most girls progress to The
Kingsley Senior School and boys move on to the next stage with self-assurance, some having
been awarded scholarships for entry into local schools.

PREP

We aim to discover and develop each child’s unique talents. Independence, imagination
and curiosity are encouraged and nurtured throughout. Our pupils benefit from all the
facilities of the Senior School, Kingsley’s playing fields and from the extensive choice of
extra-curricular activities provided through our formal Enrichment Programme. All our pupils
have a real sense of pride in their school; they are happy and keen to try new experiences
in a safe environment.
Kingsley has a well-established core curriculum, in which the focus is on excellence within
English, mathematics, and science, supported by bespoke teaching in music, drama, modern
foreign languages and physical education. All pupils are able to achieve their full potential
in small classes within a family environment. This is the basis for our interactive and holistic
teaching and learning approach and enables pupils to reach their true academic potential
within a dynamic community.
In support of the core curriculum we have developed an exciting creative curriculum which
sets our pupils a challenge to explore and discover the real world. Pupils engage with
practical activities both inside and outside of the classroom. Working in groups they learn
to appreciate the value of communication and the benefit of sharing ideas without fear of
failure. Children are encouraged to be curious and use their imagination. As a consequence
they become motivated, independent and confident learners who make excellent individual
progress. Creativity underpins purposeful learning and standards of literacy and numeracy
are driven even higher.

“...creativity is
4
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intelligence having fun
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SENIOR
“[Girls] enjoy
learning, while
pursuing excellence
and fulfilling their
academic potential.”
Independent Schools
Inspectorate

As a selective through school for girls, The Kingsley Senior School provides
continuity of academic and pastoral care. We offer a broad, balanced and
stimulating academic experience. The curriculum at Kingsley is structured to
maximise progress, building on girls’ prior learning and to encourage creativity,
intellectual curiosity and independence.
Our GCSE results are excellent, with high attainment year on year. At GCSE our
curriculum provides opportunities for girls to study examinations in the core
subjects of English, mathematics, and the three separate sciences, as well as in
the humanities subjects, the performing arts, physical education and modern
foreign languages. The school delivers an academically rigorous timetable, yet
has the flexibility and scope to offer additional subjects such as Latin and classical
civilisation. Girls also experience a range of design subjects, for example food
technology and textiles.
The Kingsley School has a strong tradition of celebrating success in all areas as
well as the academic. High achievers are continually stretched with curricular and
extra-curricular opportunities and through our Minerva programme. Our academic
learning support team offers specialist provision to children with specific learning
needs. Our formal Enrichment Programme, which takes place within the school
day, enables all students to enjoy new experiences and develop essential life skills
through an exciting range of clubs and activities.
Kingsley’s small classes mean that girls can be stretched and supported according
to their individual needs. The curriculum can be personalised so that girls can
flourish academically and reach their full potential.
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SIXTH FORM
The Kingsley School’s Sixth Form provides a wide range
of opportunities for all students. We offer a high quality
A-level curriculum and cater for a wide range of interests
and post-16 aspirations.
Students’ academic achievements are outstanding and
the diversity of their goals is embraced, with most
progressing to their first choice university, choosing
to take apprenticeships within prestigious commercial
organisations or studying further Higher Education courses.
There are many opportunities for developing skills and
interests in the Sixth Form outside of academic studies. Girls
are encouraged to help in the school and wider community
with the organisation of activities, clubs and societies and
there is a very active Sixth Form Leadership Team. Girls
thrive and learn resilience alongside meaningful academic
and non-academic practices so that they leave us ready for
the challenges ahead.

With excellent pastoral guidance, students are equipped
with the practical and emotional tools to help them cope
with increased decision making and responsibility as they
work towards their goals. Sixth formers leave as confident
young women well prepared for the adult world.
Above all the Sixth Form at Kingsley encourages girls to
develop a positive attitude and to set high standards. It
offers an opportunity to study successfully in a welldisciplined, yet caring and happy environment where the
overriding aim is to help all students to make the best use
of their abilities and maximise their opportunities.
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ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE

The educational quality at The Kingsley School is excellent. Kingsley
is a selective school and accepts bright girls and boys who are full of
potential, keen to learn and who want to succeed. Students flourish
in our flexible caring environment where every child is treated as
an individual and their unique capabilities are encouraged. We aim
to foster a growth mind-set approach for pupils’ development. This
approach reinforces the view that effort and attitude are key to high
achievement and an acceptance that being brave and taking risks
in learning is a necessary part of that learning process. It cultivates
personal responsibility and an understanding that resilience leads to
success.
Our distinctive ethos promotes a positive work ethic and pupils often
exceed expectations. Enthusiastic teachers inspire a love of learning.
Staff know pupils well so are able to tailor teaching and learning
strategies to encourage self-belief.

“No matter what your current
ability is, effort is what ignites
that ability and turns it into
accomplishment.”
Dr. Carol Dweck
Professor of Psychology
Stanford University

“the size
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Academic results at The Kingsley School are as outstanding as the
pastoral care for which we are renowned. Examination performance
is consistently and significantly above the national average. Kingsley
fosters ambition and this is reflected in the diverse and prestigious
destinations taken by our leavers.
High expectations and aspirations are nurtured by a dedicated team
of highly qualified teachers. Our Head of Careers is available to
support and offer advice on further education and employment. Pupils
benefit from a programme of events and workshops, linking them with
local and national business leaders, helping them to explore career
opportunities and future pathways.
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The Kingsley School is an inclusive, happy place where the whole
community works together to encourage each pupil to achieve
excellence. Outstanding pastoral care and being ‘Kingsley kind’ is
central to the ethos and aims of our inclusive community. Girls and boys
who feel known and valued, learn best, work cooperatively, make good
friends and have high academic and social aspirations. Developing
character and confidence is as important to us as academic excellence.

PASTORAL &
COMMUNITY

One of the advantages of being a through school is the opportunity for
staff and pupils across all ages to support each other. Being a small
school strengthens the ability to monitor individual well being. We have
a highly experienced body of staff and a full time nurse. Many older
pupils also act as mentors to younger year groups or those needing a
listening ear and some friendly support. Across the school pupils, staff
and parents have benefited from visiting outside providers and guest
speakers, addressing topical issues of concern and interest.
The school has an active house system, enabling pupils from age 3 to
18 to work together in a variety of activities. A spirit of cooperation
and healthy competitiveness is encouraged through house competitions
throughout the academic year including sports tournaments and music,
drama and public speaking events. There are also numerous fundraising
activities in which the school supports both local and global charities.
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ENRICHMENT &
EXTRA-CURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES
Kingsley runs a formal Enrichment Programme which aims
to extend and enhance the core curriculum. The inclusive
programme takes place within the school day enabling all
pupils to enjoy new experiences and develop essential life
skills. Aligned to this are wider opportunities for character
development such as the Duke of Edinburgh, Young Enterprise
and World Challenge schemes. There are a variety of local and
international trips, including theatre trips, an art and Spanish
visit to Barcelona, a geography trip to Iceland and a choir tour
of Tuscany.

Sport and physical education are a vital part of life at Kingsley;
each child is encouraged to achieve their personal best. We
recognise that mental and physical fitness go hand in hand
to develop wellbeing and academic potential. Sport helps
to develop resilience, teamwork and leadership skills and
lifelong health and fitness. Each week there is an inclusive
programme of extracurricular sports offered. We compete
regularly against local and regional opposition, with thriving
sports teams. We also are proud of our successful equestrian
and ski squads.

Our affiliation with Round Square - a vibrant network of more
than 200 like-minded schools in 50 countries - enables us
to increase our already broad provision with cross-cultural
collaboration, such as student exchanges, attendance at
conferences (in locations such as Belfast, Montreal and Indore,
India) and participation in international competitions and
service projects. These rich and varied learning experiences
provide students with a greater understanding of the world
and opportunities to develop their communication skills,
leadership abilities and more.
We offer tuition in the performing arts leading to national
music and drama qualifications. Students are provided with
regular opportunities to perform and showcase their talents,
and both Prep and Senior School have annual musical theatre
and drama productions.

“A school that operates
from the heart.”
Parent
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STAFF
HEADTEACHER
Ms H Owens BA PGCE NPQH
DEPUTY HEAD (Pastoral)
Mrs C McCullough BA QTS SENCO
ASSISTANT HEADTEACHER CURRICULUM
Mrs R Rogers BSc PGCE MA
INTERIM HEAD OF PREPARATORY SCHOOL
Mrs M Gamble BA DipEd (Secondary) ATQ (Primary) NCSL (Head)
HEAD OF SIXTH FORM
Mrs D Morgan BA PGCE

ART
*Mr E Lax BA PGCE
CLASSICS
*Ms I Peace BA PGCE
DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
*Mrs C Dempsey BEd
Mrs K Hughes-O’Sullivan BEd MA
Miss C Shephard BSc PGCE
ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS STUDIES
*Mrs M Bennett BEd MA
Mrs K Ahmed BA PGDipEd
Mrs R Rogers BSc PGCE MA
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ENGLISH AND DRAMA
*Mrs A Alton BA PGCE
Miss C Caddick BA PGCE
Mrs D Morgan BA PGCE
Ms H Owens BA PGCE NPQH
Mrs J Rhodes BA QTS
Miss S Slater BA PGCE

HISTORY
*Mrs C Partridge BScEcon PGCE

GEOGRAPHY
*Mrs K Ahmed BA PGDipEd
Mrs C McCullough BA QTS SENCO
Mrs R Rogers BSc PGCE MA

MATHEMATICS
*Mr T Spillane BSc PGCE
Mrs P Davies BSc PGCE
Mrs L Laubscher HED (SA) QTS
Dr A Smith BA Ph.D PGDE

HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE
Mrs S Mace BA PGCE

ICT
*Mrs M Bennett BEd MA
Dr A Smith BA Ph.D PGDE
Mr M Thompson MSc PGCE

MODERN LANGUAGES
*Mr I Stickels BA PGCE
Mrs C Cocksworth BA
Mrs T Connor BA
Mrs H Foulerton BA PGCE
Miss M Mahé Maîtrise de Littératures et Langues (equiv to MA)
Licence de Langues (equiv to BA)

SCIENCE
*Dr C Robertson BSc Ph.D PGCE Head of Science and Biology
Mrs S Bains M.Sc PGCE Head of Chemistry
Mrs A Hawthorn BEng MSc PGCE Head of Physics
Mrs S Bacon BSc Hons PGCE
Mrs S Baker BSc PGCE
Mr M Thompson MSc PGCE

PERFORMING ARTS
*Mr J Smith BMus PGCE
Mrs K Buckingham LSDE LAMDA
Mrs B O’Reilly BMus MMus PGDip Prep Music
Mrs A Vallance BA QTS Dance

DUKE OF EDINBURGH MANAGER
Mrs L Laubscher HED (SA) QTS

PERSONAL AND SOCIAL EDUCATION
*Mrs K Hughes-O’Sullivan BEd MA
Mrs K Ahmed BA PGDipEd
Mrs C Dempsey BEd

ACADEMIC AND LEARNING SUPPORT
*Mrs L Payne BA SEND Post Grad
Mrs R Athwal BSc MEd PGCE
Mrs C Cocksworth BA
Mrs B Freeman BA QTS
Mrs Y Raja Dip
Mrs R Seamer B.Ed LACIC

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
*Miss S Windsor BEd
Mrs S Bates BA CertEd
Mrs K Close
Miss C Mason BSci PGCE
Mrs C McCullough BA QTS SENCO
PSYCHOLOGY:
*Mrs S Mace BA PGCE
Mrs K MacLeod BSc CertTeach
PHILOSOPHY, ETHICS AND RELIGION (PER)
*Miss R Bubb BA PGCE
Mrs K Ahmed BA PGDipEd
Mrs K MacLeod BSc CertTeach
Mrs C McCullough BA QTS SENCO

HEAD OF CAREERS
Mrs S Bennett BA

PREPARATORY SCHOOL
Mrs G Adair BN PGCE
Mrs R Bhangal BA NCFE
Miss J Clark BA PGCE
Mrs L Conniff BA QTS
Mrs C Divers BA QTS
Miss H Fennell BA Primary with QTS PGSENCO
Ms C Gardner TA Qual
Miss C Harris BSc PGCE
Mrs L Hartog NPQICL EYPS BA
Ms C Hayward NNEB
Mrs S Holmes BA QTS
Miss M Knight-Adams BSc PGCE
Ms C Lopez (Spanish) BA MA
Mrs E Murphy BA PGCE
Mrs B O’Reilly (Music) BMus MMus PGDip (Perf)
Miss S Slater BA PGCE
Mrs J Thompson BA Early Years
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FINANCE OFFICE
Mr B Cheney, Head of Finance
Mr D Falp, Senior Finance Assistant
Mrs S Punj, Finance Assistant
Mrs M Adamo, Finance Assistant
ADMINISTRATION
Mrs J Bostock, PA to Headteacher
Miss L Biddlecombe, Admin & Receptionist
Mrs A Gardner, Alumnae Officer
Mrs S Lihou, Admin & Receptionist
Mrs K Parker, Prep School Admin & Receptionist
Ms P Tudway, LRC Assistant
Mrs S Tsang, Exam Officer/Cover Administrator
MARKETING AND ADMISSIONS
Mrs S Hill, Registrar
Mr J Farrington-Smith, PR & Marketing Manager
Mrs A Gardner, Digital & Marketing Assistant
Mrs C Hunt, Admissions Assistant & Events Coordinator
BEFORE AND AFTER SCHOOL CLUB
Miss H Dhinsa
Ms L Hoolachan
Mrs A Malin-Graham
Mrs D Skinner
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Mr C Andrews, ICT Manager
Mrs I Domalipova, Food & DT Technician
Miss N Lismore BSc, Science Technician
Dr G Martin BSc Ph.D, Science Technician
SCHOOL NURSE
Mrs T Ball SRN BSc Hons

CATERING
Provided by CH&CO
INSTRUMENTAL STAFF
Mr C Bowen BA PGCE, Guitar
Mr N Jones, Drums
Mr C Langdown MMus (RCM) GRSM DipRCM ALCM, Head of Keyboard
Studies
Mrs L Martin BA (Hons) QTS, Flute
Miss B Morley BA, Head of Vocal Studies
Mrs E Murphy BA PGCE, Piano, Recorder
Mrs B O’Reilly BMus MMus PGDip, Strings
Mr J Smith BMus PGCE, Brass/Electric Guitar
Mrs C Wimpenny GBSM ABSM, Cello/Double Bass
PREMISES OFFICE:
Mr J Bastock, Groundskeeper
Mr M Bhandal, Minibus Driver
Mr N Birdi, Minibus Driver
Mr S Burrell, Minibus Driver
Ms C Gardner, Minibus Driver
Mr T Glover, Minibus Driver
Mr S Green, Site Team Member
Mr R Jones, Site Team Member
Mrs J Kennedy, Minibus Driver
Mr N Maindonald, Minibus Driver
Mrs M Mather, Minibus Driver
Ms L McLaughlin, Housekeeper
Mrs L Miller, Minibus Driver
Miss J Osborne, Housekeeper
Ms J Prosser, Site Manager
Mr M Ramsden, Minibus Driver
Miss L Simmonds, Housekeeper
Mrs E Tylicka, Housekeeper
Ms K Wong, Housekeeper

GOVERNORS
Mr A Noble, President
Mrs M Hicks, Chair
Mr L Brown
Mr N Button
Mr D Cleary
Mrs C Ellis
Mrs L Greaves
Mr D Loudon
Mrs C Rigby
Mrs C Robbins
Mrs E Smith
Mr J Strain
CLERK TO THE GOVERNORS
Mrs D Robinson
Any correspondence for the Chair of Governors should be addressed to:
The Chair of Governors, The Kingsley School, Beauchamp Avenue, Royal Leamington Spa CV32 5RD

ALUMNAE AND DEVELOPMENT
The school Alumnae Relations and Development Office hosts an
annual programme of events to include all sections of the Kingsley
Community. The office aims to foster lifelong relationships with
former students, staff and parents.

To visit the school or hold a reunion event, contact the Alumnae
Relations Office on alumnae@kingsleyschool.co.uk. News of events
happening in school can be found on our Facebook page ‘The Kingsley
School Alumnae’.

WELLBEING COUNSELLOR
Mrs P Thomas BSc Dip Psch Post Grad Dip
Registered MBACP
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9-8

51%
9-7

75%
9-6

99.2%
9-4

A-LEVEL RESULTS 2019-20

GCSE RESULTS 2019-20

27%

35%
A* - A

The Kingsley School aims to give all pupils an experience of school which
will enable them to be happy and healthy; to be safe; to enjoy their work;
to achieve well in it; to make a positive contribution to the school and wider
community and to achieve economic well-being in the future.

71%

We are committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children
and young people. Strong pastoral care is central to the ethos and aims
of the school. It involves all members of the school community: governors,
the senior leadership team, all teaching and support staff, pupils, parents
or carers and visitors. Pupils who feel known and safe are more likely to
fulfil their potential, academically and in other areas of school life, and to
participate responsibly in the school community.

A* - B

88%
A* - C

100%
PASS RATE

Recent leavers’ desinations include:
Medicine at UEA | Law at Birmingham, Leeds and Liverpool | Medieval and Modern Languages at Cambridge | Neuroscience at Manchester |Dentistry at
Bristol | English at Cardiff | Geography at Leeds | Maths at Swansea | Music at Edinburgh and Leeds | Marine Zoology at Newcastle | Zoology at Exeter
Business Management at Exeter | Veterinary Science at Liverpool | Pharmacology at Leeds | Agriculture with Animal Science at Harper Adams | Nursing at Leeds
Conservation and Forestry at Bangor | Fashion with Marketing at Southampton | Pharmaceutical Apprenticeship at Boots PLC
18

PUPIL WELLBEING

Kingsley is committed to safeguarding all members of its community. It
comes under the umbrella of the Warwickshire Safeguarding Children
Board, and follows legislation and current advice when dealing with child
protection matters. We have a range of policies to ensure the welfare, health
and safety of pupils at all times whilst on school premises, and on school
trips in this country and abroad. This includes polices to promote positive
behaviour and to prevent bullying. Most of these policies can be found
on our website, or are available from the school on request. The Kingsley
School is also committed to providing equal opportunities for all pupils; the
school has an Accessibility Plan which is reviewed regularly, and which may
be developed to cater for the needs of individual pupils or parents.
The importance of the pastoral system is recognised in the fact that all
members of the teaching staff are attached to year teams, and take part
in pastoral activities. Most teachers contribute to the teaching of Personal,
Social, Health and Economic Education (PSHE) and Citizenship, where a
coordinated programme tackles topics such as friendships, relationships and
sex education, assertiveness and self-awareness, staying safe (including an
introduction to the risks of driving for older pupils), bullying, balanced
eating, smoking, alcohol and other drugs, online safety and promoting
Fundamental British Values.

Kingsley has a dedicated Head of Year for each year group, who oversees
academic tracking and target-setting for all the pupils, and who can work
with individual pupils when they need support either academically or for
more personal reasons. We have a qualified school nurse who is able
to advise pupils, parents and staff on matters concerning girls’ physical
health. We also have a qualified Wellbeing Counsellor who offers support
to pupils for a variety of emotional and mental health issues. The school
catering company ensures school meals are varied and balanced.
Together with the Heads of Year, the Careers Coordinator has responsibility
for offering girls impartial advice and information with subject choices
at GCSE and A-level, higher education and the world of work and work
experience . She also liaises with various outside agencies and organises
events where specialists in their fields share expertise on further career and
study options including modern apprenticeships.
The Academic Learning Support department provides support for pupils and
advice for teachers when girls encounter challenges with their learning.
The department can provide formal assessments of potential barriers to
learning, so that teachers can provide for individual needs. The school
does not have the facilities to support pupils with a statement of special
educational needs. Our Minerva programme provides stretch and challenge
to gifted children.
The Round Square ideas are embedded in our ethos. The character
education approach enhances the girls’ leadership, inquisitiveness, tenacity,
courage, compassion, inventiveness, self-awareness, sense of responsibility,
appreciation of diversity, and communication and teamwork skills. All are
vital elements of a Kingsley education.

The Kingsley School is a safe, caring community where individuality
is celebrated and positivity is valued. Pupils are encouraged to
develop their intellectual curiosity, their creativity and a life-long love
of learning. Children are nurtured to become well-rounded, wellmannered and well-qualified members of society; our senior students
grow to be strong and independent, ready to claim their place in the
world.
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ENTRANCE PROCEDURE
The Kingsley School prides itself on its caring approach which focuses
on individual needs. We believe that it is important to determine
whether our school is suitable for the pupil as well as whether the
pupil is suitable for Kingsley. The entrance procedure is as follows:
FOUNDATION AND RECEPTION
(GIRLS AND BOYS 3 - 5 YEARS)
A morning in school to assess the suitability of the child who will be
informally and unobtrusively assessed by the class teacher.
KEY STAGE 1 (GIRLS AND BOYS 5 - 7 YEARS)
A day in class and assessment of reading, writing and numeracy.
KEY STAGE 2 (GIRLS AND BOYS 7 - 11 YEARS)
A full day in school with a formal assessment in English, mathematics
and writing.
SENIOR SCHOOL (GIRLS 11 - 16 YEARS)
Girls joining Kingsley Prep before the end of Year 4 will be considered
for a guaranteed full fee paying place into Senior School without
the need to sit the entrance assessment for The Kingsley Senior
School. This is subject to them attaining the required academic levels
and having completed an interview with the Headteacher for their
suitability. Girls joining in Year 5 or 6 will follow the same admissions
procedures as external girls. If a Kingsley pupil wishes to be considered
for an academic scholarship, they will be required to sit the external
entrance assessment.
Entrance for all external girls is by assessment, interview and a
reference from their current school.

For entrance into Year 7, there is a written assessment consisting of
papers in maths, English (comprehension and creative writing) and
verbal reasoning. There are scholarship opportunities available for
entry into Year 7. Our academic scholarships are by invitation following
the main assessments, and creative/performance scholarships
required separate application.
Older girls may apply for entry at any time in the school year if places
are available. Older girls will sit written assessments appropriate to
their current year group in English, maths and their strongest modern
foreign language.
SIXTH FORM (GIRLS 16 - 18 YEARS)
Existing Kingsley Senior School girls are given a guaranteed full
fee paying place into the Kingsley Sixth Form, subject to achieving
satisfactory results in their GCSE mock examinations and a satisfactory
report from the Head of Year 11 confirming their suitability.
External applicants would normally be expected to achieve a
minimum of five GCSEs at grades 9 to 4 with a grade 6 or above in
those subjects to be studied. Students are invited for formal interviews
with the Headteacher and the Head of Sixth Form and will need to
provide evidence of their GCSE results.
There are scholarship opportunities available at entry into Sixth Form,
a separate application will be required.
A full list of our current admissions events are available on our website
at www.thekingsleyschool.co.uk/key-dates.

PREP SCHOOL CURRICULUM
The aim at the Kingsley Prep School is to provide a broad education
following our own Creative Curriculum and balancing this with the
best practice of the primary National Curriculum. We are flexible
enough to allow for individual interests and talents to be developed.

Each year group will focus on 3 major cross-curricular themes
throughout the year. Each year group’s focus will be different within
the umbrella theme and everything from dinosaurs to the rainforest
or the Shang Dynasty gets a creative treatment.

The highest quality of teaching ensures that all pupils make
significant progress culminating in a learning exhibition to celebrate
pupils’ achievements. At this stage parents and carers participate,
to help the pupils appreciate that in the real world it is natural for
others to evaluate their work and comment upon it. The exhibitions
take many forms, including simple presentation of work in a gallery
format; or a debate around carefully researched topics; they can
Outdoor learning is a significant component, using the natural involve pupils in open performance or a heavily structured series
world to extend children’s understanding of themselves and the of presentations.
world around them. Nature is one of our greatest teachers and
Kingsley’s curriculum engages girls and boys by harnessing innate As part of the ongoing developments within the curriculum, the
curiosity to imagine, to build and to investigate – such as, in the bug pupils benefit from our facilities such as the Senior School science
laboratories and our outdoor classroom at the school sports fields.
hotel, mud kitchen or our extensive fields.
Our recent addition of an Innovation Station and Cookery Corner
By being creative children learn to think for themselves and to allow pupils to explore their own solutions to real world problems.
learn by doing and applying. The Kingsley Prep School’s Creative
Curriculum provides opportunities for learners to explore and Whilst developing high standards of core skills, above all the Prep
discover, in particular by using nature and our purpose-built outdoor School curriculum aims to make learning fun and inspire pupils to
classroom. By engaging children’s curiosity and imagination they enjoy their first experience of education.
are more motivated and become more independent and confident
learners and individual progress and academic achievement
improve.
Kingsley has a well-established core curriculum, in which the focus is
on excellence within English, mathematics and science supported by
bespoke teaching in modern foreign languages, music, drama and
physical education. Our pupils benefit from exposure to a carousel
of learning three languages – French, Spanish and Mandarin – at an
early age. Pupils also enjoy regular games and swimming lessons.

For more information please contact the School Registrar on 01926 421368, email registrar@kingsleyschool.co.uk or visit the Admissions
section of the school website.
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SENIOR SCHOOL CURRICULUM
English/English Literature
Mathematics
Science
Biology
Business Studies
Chemistry
Physics
French
Spanish
Latin
Classics
Geography
History
Philosophy, Ethics and Religion
Personal and Social Education
ICT and Computing
Product Design
Food Technology
Textiles
Art
Drama
Music
Physical Education
Games

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

■
■
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■
■
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■
■
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YEAR 7
Year 7 is usually divided into two form groups, with all pupils following
the same curriculum.

In addition, options are available in Latin, geography, history,
religious studies, computing, food technology, textiles, art, drama,
music and PE. Games lessons are timetabled every week for all girls.

Subjects taken are English, mathematics, science, French, Spanish,
classics, geography, history, religious studies, PSHEE, computing,
product design, food, textiles, art, drama, music and PE. Mathematics
classes are set by ability. Games lessons are timetabled every week
for all girls.

SIXTH FORM
Students in Sixth Form choose from a wide range of 20+ subjects. AS
and A-levels are offered alongside A-level equivalent OCR Cambridge
Technical qualifications which test more vocational skills and consist
of non-examination assessment.

YEAR 8
Year 8 is usually divided into two form groups, with all pupils following
the same curriculum.

Students sit AS level examinations as we believe in the intrinsic value
of a midpoint assessment.

Subjects taken are the same as in Year 7 but the three sciences,
biology, chemistry and physics are taught separately. Latin is
introduced. Mathematics classes are set by ability. Games lessons are
timetabled every week for all girls.
YEAR 9
Year 9 is usually divided into two form groups, with all pupils following
the same curriculum.
Subjects taken are the same as in Year 8 but with an option choice
between Latin and additional drama/PE. Mathematics classes are set
by ability. Games lessons are timetabled every week for all girls.

Most girls study four subjects in Year 12 moving to three in Year
13. More and more choose to complete the Extended Project
Qualification (EPQ) for its focus on independent learning and
research skills as well as its value in UCAS points. In addition, girls
complete Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) in a variety of
subjects from mindfulness to marine biology.
The Sixth Form curriculum acknowledges the rigour of academic
study alongside the skills necessary to succeed beyond formal
schooling.

YEAR 10/11
Years 10 and 11 are usually divided into two form groups, with
students choosing optional subjects.
All students follow a core curriculum of English, mathematics and the
three sciences, in classes set based on ability, with one modern foreign
language (French or Spanish) and PSHEE.

■ Compulsory o Option ● Option offered subject to demand x Unavailable
Additional subjects are available at Sixth Form. Please see the Sixth Form Course Guide for more details.
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To be completed and returned in BLOCK CAPITALS to the Registrar
when applying for consideration for entry.

FEES

REGISTRATION FORM

CHILD’S SURNAME
CHILD’S FORENAME(S)

Due to the Coronavirus pandemic, fees for 2020/21 have currently
been frozen to the 2019/20 rate:
FOUNDATION STAGE
Full Time + Lunch		
Mornings + Lunch		
PREP SCHOOL
Reception to Year 2
(Including Lunch)		
Year 3 to Year 6
(Including Lunch)		

£2,774.00 per term
£1,873.00 per term

£3,639.00 per term
£4,238.00 per term

30 hours funding is available. Please refer to the Fees page on the
school website or speak to the Finance Office for more information.
SENIOR SCHOOL AND SIXTH FORM
Year 7 to Year 13		
£4,551.00 per term
Years 7 and 8 have lunch in school which is charged at £195.00 per
term. (Also available as an option for Year 9 and above).
Fees are paid in three termly instalments by direct debit.
For details of a monthly payment option please contact the Finance
Office: finance@kingsleyschool.co.uk.
LEARNING SUPPORT
Learning support charges are made in accordance with the current
Reach Programme booklet, which can be accessed on our website at
www.thekingsleyschool.co.uk/thereachprogramme.
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Child’s Preferred Name

PERFORMING ARTS FEES 2020-21
With effect from the Autumn Term 2020, the charges for extra
subjects will be as follows:
MUSIC
Instrumental lessons			
per term of 10 lessons
Theory/Composition 		
Group of 3 per term of 10 lessons
Theory/Composition 		
Individual per term of 10 lessons
Hire of Instruments			
per term
SPEECH AND DRAMA
Group Lessons			
per term of 10 lessons
Senior Paired Lessons		
per term of 10 lessons
Individual Lessons			
per term of 10 lessons
DANCE
Dance Express - Senior		
per term of 10 lessons
Dance Express - Prep			
per term of 10 lessons

Please affix
passport size
photograph.

Child’s Date of Birth
Child’s Nationality
Child’s Religion
Child’s Address

£250.00
£110.00
£250.00
£20 to £60.00

£130.00
£145.00
£250.00

£110.00
£75.00

Proposed Term and Year of Entry
Have you registered your child’s name at any other school/s and if so, which?
PARENT/GUARDIAN 1
Title		

PARENT/GUARDIAN 2
Forename

Title		

Forename

Surname

Surname

Relationship to Child

Relationship to Child

Occupation

Occupation

Address (if different to child)

Address (if different to child)

Home Telephone No

Home Telephone No

Mobile Telephone No

Mobile Telephone No

Email Address

Email Address

Please mention the names of any other members of the family attending the School or registered for entry; or any other connection with the School.

Please say how you first heard of the School:
Local reputation		

School website

Advertisement (please specify i.e. billboard/newspaper/magazine/flyer)

Present school		
Other website or social media (please specify)
Recommended by a friend		
Other (please specify)

Child’s Current School
Address
Name of Headteacher						

Current School Email Address

Date of Entry						Current Year Group
Scholarships and Bursaries (available for entry into Year 7 and Year 12)
Scholarships and bursaries should be applied for at the same time as registering. Our Scholarship Booklet can be downloaded on our website and bursary bursary applications can be obtained
from the Registrar.

Please give an outline of your child’s hobbies or interests (if applicable):

Does your child have any medical conditions (including allergies and disabilities)?

Yes

No

Please provide the information separately in an envelope marked ‘CONFIDENTIAL’. This information will assist us with making any special arrangements which are required for visits and/or
entrance assessments.

Does your child receive any Learning Support at his/her current school?

		

Yes

No

Please provide copies of any Educational Psychologist or Specialist Teacher Reports.
Early registration is recommended. Offers of places are subject to availability and the admission requirements of the School at the time offers are made.
A copy of the current edition of the Standard Terms and Conditions will be supplied on request.

DECLARATION
We request that the above-named child is registered as a prospective pupil.
We confirm that we have made a BACS payment of £75 (details below). We understand that the standard terms and conditions of the School will undergo reasonable changes from time to time
as circumstances require and will apply in all our dealings with the School. We understand also that the School (through the Headteacher, as the person responsible) may obtain, process and
hold personal information about our child, including sensitive information such as medical details and we consent to this for the purpose of assessment and, if a place is later offered, in order to
safeguard and promote the welfare of the child.

First signature:

Second signature:

Name in full:

Name in full:

Date:

Date:

The Kingsley School: a company limited by guarantee
Registered in England No. 286765
Registered Office: Beauchamp Hall, Beauchamp Avenue, Royal Leamington Spa CV32 5RD
Registered Charity No. 528774

TRANSPORT
The Kingsley School operates a fleet of
minibuses with routes running to and from
Warwick, Stratford-upon-Avon, Wellesbourne,
Solihull, Kenilworth, Byfield, Banbury, Rugby
and surrounding villages. Each year the
routes are set to try to accommodate parental
requests. New routes are continually being
investigated.
There is a sliding scale of fares depending on
the distance travelled. These range from £255
to £510 per term with discounts available for
siblings.
Further information is available by emailing the
transport team at transport@kingsleyschool.
co.uk.
There are also several convenient public buses
which take students to and from local schools.
They serve the surrounding areas and include
Coventry, the Cotswolds, Nuneaton, Southam,
Stratford and Warwick.

The Kingsley School
Sort Code: 20-48-08
Account Number: 10548545
Reference: Pupil’s initial and surname
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Artwork and design by The Kingsley School, 2020
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The Kingsley School
Beauchamp Hall
Beauchamp Avenue
Royal Leamington Spa
Warwickshire CV32 5RD

Telephone: 01926 425127
Email: schooloffice@kingsleyschool.co.uk
Registrar: registrar@kingsleyschool.co.uk
Website: www.thekingsleyschool.co.uk
Twitter: @kingsley_school
Facebook: /thekingsleyschool
Instagram: /thekingsleyschool
3

